Servant Leadership
Skill Guide

There’s a lot written about the need for leaders to innovate, less
written about different styles of innovator.
Few of us can be a Gates or Jobs, more of us can build on the
ideas of others asking ‘what if’? (adaptor innovator), keep
creative energy going (enthusiastic innovator) or sniff out
potential (detector innovators). Innovation is fuelled as much by
analytical as creative thinking. Innovators are often as resilient
or courageous as creative.
Innovation cannot be taught, it has to be tried so give it a go!

4.
Innovation

Self-Assess
Why not use this simple self-assessment scale to consider your strength in this area, share your self
assessment with someone whose opinion you value, do they agree with your assessment? How do they
see you demonstrate this skill? What might you do to maintain or improve your skills?

Less attracted to
exploring new ideas
or approaches,
leaves things ‘well
enough alone’, avoids
unnecessary risks.
An under developed
environmental radar,
ie isn’t aware of macro
trends.

This scale extends left to right across a range of
competence. Read the descriptors at either end of the
scale and mark the box closest to your current state.

Feeling comfortable
in fast-chang ing
environments, be ing
willing to take risks
and consider new
approaches. Looking
beyond the past and
present to develop a
vision for the future is
common. Scans the
horizon for ideas to
adapt or adopt.

DEVELOPING INNOVATION

•

Innovation cannot be taught but creativity techniques can be learnt, even simple brainstorming or idea
harvesting games can kick start ideas. Try mycoted.com for a whole range of techniques and ideas

•

Master the message; successful innovation usually requires a high level of collaboration and well
developed communication skills. Practice framing, pitching and even drawing out your idea or vision

•

•

Notes

Practice the three Ifs; start by taking an existing subject and asking these three questions
-	What would happen IF I change it? What would I change to make it faster - lighter - cheaper- attractive
to children?
- What would I change about this object?
- What if I had no barriers?
Commit to thinking time; ideas need time to form and brew, where do you do your best thinking? How do you
build reflection and observation into your diary?

Servant Leadership
Skill Guide

Servant Leaders hold high expectations for themselves and others
and push both to achieve high results. They do this by facilitating
an environment that creates results. They understand their teams
strengths and how to leverage these best to contribute to success.
Servant Leaders apply a mix of structured analysis and intuition,
what they absolutely don’t do is deter or defer progress, the realm
of control and command leaders.
Production is all about getting stuff done, clearing a delivery
path and enables themselves and others to step forward.

5.
Production

Self-Assess
Why not use this simple self-assessment scale to consider your strength in this area, share your self
assessment with someone whose opinion you value, do they agree with your assessment? How do they
see you demonstrate this skill? What might you do to maintain or improve your skills?

Settles for ‘just
enough’, less apt
to demand high
performance from
others. May struggle
to monitor and track
progress effectively
or set clear or
etc
str hing objectives.

This scale extends left to right across a range of
competence. Read the descriptors at either end of the
scale and mark the box closest to your current state.

Expects a great deal
from yourself and
others, sets high goals
and works hard to
achieve them. Tracks an
d
monitors progress, clear
on what ‘done’ is.

DEVELOPING PRODUCTION

•

Check your objectives – are your own and the objectives you help set CSMART? Practice thinking - and
writing down - what ‘done’ looks like. If you’re not clear chances are you won’t achieve your objective

•

Inspect what you expect – not a cliché! Monitoring progress and results is key. Are your team clear on how
and when to update you and stakeholders?

•

•

Notes

Celebrate & Recognise as you go – even small incremental progress is progress, take the time to say thanks
- being specific about the contribution of individuals. No need to save up thanks!
Production is linked explicitly to flow, that is creating the processes and environment for work to flow
and turn into value with minimal delay. Spend some time looking at flow and consider how you might need to
reduce work in progress, understand -and free up- capacity to get to value faster.

